SSI FOR FUTURE-PROOF DIGITAL WALLETS

A.K.A. “CAREFUL WITH YOUR WALLET!”

FREDERIC GERBER
SWITCH + EPFL
15 JUNE 2022
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- SOCIETAL SHIFTING IDEA
- SEMI SOLVED ISSUE
- SWISS STUDENT’S ILLUSION
- SELF SOVEREIGN IDENTITY
18 YEARS OLD
VACCINATED
RECOVERED
USE FREE + OPEN SOURCE WALLETS
- Use free + open source wallets
- Install biometrical factors
USE FREE + OPEN SOURCE WALLETS
INSTALL BIOMETRICAL FACTORS
LOCK YOUR WALLET
USE FREE + OPEN SOURCE WALLETS
INSTALL BIOMETRICAL FACTORS
LOCK YOUR WALLET
DO REGULAR BACKUPS
IDENTITY
FAKE LOGIN

USERNAME

PASSWORD
FAKE LOGIN

USERNAME  FREDERIC
PASSWORD    1234
FAKE LOGIN

USERNAME: FREDERIC
PASSWORD: 1234
TRUST + IDENTITY
TRUST + IDENTITY
TRUST + IDENTITY